MuayThai Premier League Second Round Results
Written by Rian Scalia
Sunday, 09 October 2011 20:09 -

The MuayThai Premier League held their second event yesterday in Padova, Italy and it
featured a ton of familiar names. Unlike their inaugural event, this one had little steam behind it
and not even a live stream to watch. No one has seen the fights yet and we're just going off
what we're hearing. The results are all confirmed, and a few of them weren't without
controversy:

CATEGORY -63.5KG – SUPER LIGHTWEIGHT
Ilona Wijmans (NED) def. Chantal Ughi (ITA) by Decision
Tainara Lisboa (BRA) def. Sandra Bastian (CAN) by Split Decision

CATEGORY -66.6 KG – WELTERWEIGHT
Saiyok Pumpanmuang (THA) def. Mauro Serra (ITA) by Decision
Mohammed Khamal (MOR) def. Liam Harrison (UK) by Split Decision

CATEGORY -72.5KG – MIDDLEWEIGHT
Vladimir Moravcik (SVK) vs. Rosario Presti (ITA) fight to a DRAW
Ky Hollenbeck (USA) def. Jordan Watson (UK) by Decision
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CATEGORY -82.5KG – LIGHT HEAVYWEIGHT
Marc De Bonte (AUS) def. Jiri Zak (CZE) by Split Decision
Kaoklai Kaennorsing (THA) def. Roberto Cocco (ITA) by Decision

CATEGORY -95KG – HEAVYWEIGHT
Ramazan Ramazanov (RUS)def. Chris Knowles (UK) by KO

SUPERFIGHT:
Kaopon Lek (THA) def. Charles Francois (FRA) by TKO in Round 3 (Cut)

There was controversy surrounding Ky Hollenbeck's victory over Jordan Watson, and an appeal
has been filed. The controversy stems from a knockdown in the first round, in which Watson
feels it shouldn't have been a knockdown. Also, the split decision for Mohammed Khamal over
Liam Harrison was appealed by Harrison and his team. Last but not least, apparently the
decision in the Kaoklai Kaennorsing-Roberto Cocco fight was questionable as well.

We'd all really love to see the fights, and hopefully they can get out on the internet soon. If not,
we'll have to wait until the event is aired on Eurosport in Europe or The Score in Canada. The
MPL should do a better job next time of not only promoting the event but also providing a
stream for fans who want to watch.
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